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Zones Earns Cloud Security Advanced Specialization from Microsoft
Company Recognized for Technical Capabilities to Deliver Specialized Services

Auburn, WA, April 11, 2022 – Zones, LLC, a leading global provider of IT solutions, is pleased
to announce it has earned a Microsoft advanced specialization for Cloud Security through the
Microsoft Partner Network program. This distinction shows that Zones has proven its technical
capabilities to deliver specialized services in a specific solution area.
This advanced specialization, which is valid through March 1, 2023, confirms Zones’ deep
technical knowledge, proven experience, and technical capabilities related to Microsoft Cloud
Security products. It also reflects Zones’ ability to offer Azure, hybrid, and multi-cloud security
solutions to a wide range of clients all over the world.
“Achieving this Cloud Security advanced specialization from Microsoft is a milestone moment
for Zones,” said Firoz Lalji, Zones’ Chairman and CEO. “We take cloud security seriously, and
it was important for our organization to earn this distinction to show our dedication to the
security of our current and future clients. We are proud to work alongside Microsoft to deliver
critical services that enable our clients to work anywhere, securely."
An advanced specialization from Microsoft showcases Zones’ ability to deliver security
solutions that are well-designed, high-performing, and repeatable for future Zones clients again
and again. Microsoft verified Zones’ expertise using customer references and their own partner

exams, which comprehensively showed Zones’ elite ability to deploy and manage cloud security
workloads.
With its advanced specialization designation, Microsoft identifies partners with proven
capabilities in particular areas of IT. Zones has consistently shown an ability to take part in this
process.
Zones has adapted quickly to this new era of remote and hybrid work as a business. We have
sought to deliver everything our clients need to survive and thrive in this new environment including but not limited to device procurement and deployment, cloud storage and data backup,
and cybersecurity services. This new Microsoft distinction proves our high level of capability
when it comes to guiding our clients, smartly and securely, through their cloud journey.
To learn more about Zones’ cloud security services or get started with Zones, connect with a
Zones Account Manager or visit www.zones.com today.
About Zones
Zones, LLC, a global IT solution provider, delivers products and services to help organizations
make a complete digital transformation – from desktop to data center – to the cloud and beyond.
As an eleven-time Microsoft Excellence in Operations award winner, and a member of the 2021
CRN Tech Elite 250 list, we’ve proven our ability to support many of the world’s largest
corporations. To learn more about why Zones is the First Choice for IT, ™ please visit
www.zones.com.
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